Strategies for building a complete and efficient online shopping supply chain system
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Abstract: In the electricity business enterprise different sales model, the different consumer online shopping behavior will result in different market demand, the different market demand for the influence of e-commerce supply chain system is different also, therefore, it is necessary for e-commerce enterprises to determine the network equilibrium conditions of the whole e-commerce supply chain according to the online shopping behaviors of consumers in different market demands under different sales modes, so as to improve the operational efficiency of e-commerce supply chain. Through the analysis of supply chain network, online shopping, consumer behavior and its influencing factors in four levels of supplier, e-retail, express business and market demand, this paper reviews and summarizes the supply chain network equilibrium model and its application research status, and analyzes the equilibrium problem of online supply chain system under different conditions from the perspective of consumer online shopping behavior research. Relevant strategies are proposed.

1 INTRODUCTION

Since 2008, the development of e-commerce has entered a new era, the online shopping market has maintained a rapid development momentum, and the transaction scale has continued to expand at a high speed. The exponential growth in e-commerce sales has highlighted the huge potential of the online retail market. Products sold by e-commerce cannot be separated from production, transportation and distribution. The rapid development of e-commerce has driven the rapid development of manufacturing and logistics enterprises, and e-commerce has become a driving force for the rapid and sustainable growth of the national economy. The rapid development of e-commerce has brought excessive profits to merchants and affordable products to consumers, but the resulting supply chain problems should not be underestimated[1-2].

Different from the traditional supply chain system driven by seller, online shopping supply chain is driven by buyer[3]. In this system, consumers place orders to e-commerce enterprises, while e-commerce enterprises place orders to manufacturing enterprises, arrange transportation for logistics enterprises, and deliver products to consumers through logistics. Consumers make feedbacks according to product conditions so as to complete the transaction process. In this process, consumers are the originator and terminator of transactions, and consumer satisfaction determines whether a transaction can be completed smoothly[4]. In addition to the quality of the product itself, electricity and logistics enterprise service quality also affects the consumer satisfaction, and the influence degree is higher, but the present stage of online consumer satisfaction generally is not high. Different consumer online shopping behavior will lead to different orders, the influence of different orders of e-commerce supply chain system is different also, the study of consumer online shopping behavior, to determine the factors influencing consumer online shopping behavior, according to consumer demand to determine supply decisions can effectively solve the above problems. According to the online consumer shopping behavior research with supply chain system equilibrium conditions, online shopping the supply policy makers provide theoretical basis for the rational decision-making and reference which in order to achieve manufacturing industry to reduce inventory and stable development of electricity industry. The logistics industry service diversification and increasing consumers' online shopping satisfaction of the benign development of the e-commerce supply chain system will be achieved finally[5-6].

2 METHODOLOGY AND DISCUSSION

For enterprises, how to build a complete and efficient supply chain system? This is a huge and complex question, and no one can answer it in a few words. Moreover, different types of enterprises vary greatly, if only one standard to measure or use a template to apply, often will be biased. Therefore, we may put forward this question from another Angle, namely: what characteristics does a complete and efficient enterprise supply chain system usually have?
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Figure 1, a complete and efficient online shopping supply chain system is the basis of enterprise survival and the initial heart of supply chain management.

However, although many enterprises write "customer value" into the enterprise strategy, they ignore its core position in the supply chain strategy. It is easy to see that in many real cases, "cost" is the highest strategy in the supply chain, and it is probably not clearly related to the "customer value" we are looking for[7].

According to the structure of the supply chain in Figure 1, a complete and efficient online shopping supply chain system strategy is proposed. These characteristics can also be called commonality. No matter what country they come from or what industry they come from, what these successful supply chain enterprises have done in building a complete and efficient supply chain system can be summarized as follows:

1. Clear supply chain strategies and strategies driven by customer value

Enterprises need to create value for multiple parties, such as customers, employees, shareholders, and even the community or society. However, all of these should be traced back to the creation of value for customers, which is the basis of enterprise survival and the initial heart of supply chain management.

2. A sound supply chain management organizational structure system and a complete talent construction mechanism

There is no single answer as to how the supply chain should be structured. It is impossible for enterprises in different industries and of different sizes to be stereotyped. However, one thing is clear: the supply chain should be organized in an integrated manner.

Talent is the foundation of everything! Only the organization has no talent, no matter how good the organizational structure is useless! Similarly, excellent supply chain management talents are always scarce in the talent market. The reason is very simple, the development of supply chain management in China is short, very few successful enterprises. However, supply chain management is a comprehensive discipline with strong practicality. It usually takes at least ten years to train a professional talent. It is conceivable that the time is long and the difficulty is great. Therefore, the enterprise should establish a complete talent introduction and training mechanism, to have a ten-year determination, long-term adherence to the supply chain recruitment, recruitment and retention[9].

3. Perfect supply chain coordination process and mechanism across departments and enterprises

Supply chain management is cross-departmental and cross-enterprise, but supply chain departments have their boundaries. No matter how big a company's supply chain is, it is impossible to include everyone. Even if it is included, it is impossible to solve all the problems. On the contrary, it will lead to overstaffed organizations and unclear division of labor. For example, does the sales end connect the customer as part of the supply chain? Of course! But we cannot integrate the sales department into the supply chain management department[9].

Therefore, an efficient supply chain organization should focus on the process, coordinate all departments within the enterprise and all partners outside the enterprise, so that everyone can work towards the same goal and direction. These processes include: product development collaborative process, sales and operations collaborative process, planning collaborative process, procurement collaborative process, sales collaborative process.

4. Complete product and service lifecycle management

The right products and services are what the supply chain ultimately delivers to customers! Centering on customer needs, designing products, selecting goods and customizing services are closely related to the supply chain. Unfortunately, many enterprises strictly separate the work related to products, goods and services from the supply chain, and there are few intersections and connections between each other, let alone the supply chain process structured according to the life cycle of products and services.

Therefore, we often see examples like this: a hood with many different sizes of screws; An unsalable commodity sits quietly in a warehouse for a year until its expiration date. The modification of a product specification is not notified to the supplier; A product that is still under warranty can not buy repair parts...Many similar examples can be attributed to the absence of lifecycle management processes for products or services.

Products have their own life cycle, just as people have their own life cycle. At different stages of the life cycle, the supply chain strategy must be adjusted. For example, in the stage of product research and development, suppliers or customers can be invited to intervene in the early stage to help the research and development department to clearly locate the problem points of product demand and supply; In the product launch stage, the planning department needs to prepare the right amount of materials.

5. A sound supply chain management index assessment system

The evaluation index design of supply chain management is very complex! On the surface, the KPI of the supply chain seems to be only cost, delivery, quality and service, but if these indicators are broken down in detail, dozens or hundreds of indicators will be found. Not to mention the fact that they often contradict and restrict each other, different companies and different business modules can be quite different in terms of the definition of indicators.

The index of a sound supply chain must be able to support the competitive strategy of an enterprise. For example, if an enterprise chooses a cost-leading strategy, cost is the most core index. One of the KPI, such as delivery and quality, is the most core indicator for enterprises that choose a differentiated competitive strategy. The advantage of choosing a metric as the core metric is that it makes business management more focused. But this does not mean abandoning other indicators on
which companies still need to keep up with the industry average. It is impossible for an enterprise to achieve the best of all supply chain indicators, so the setting of supply chain indicators tests the wisdom of the highest level of the enterprise.

6. A corporate culture that supports supply chain innovation and promotes continuous improvement

Supply chain development depends not only on strategic strategy, organizational structure, talent and process, but also on the culture of the enterprise. The vitality of an enterprise's supply chain also depends on whether it has established an enterprise culture that encourages innovation and continuous improvement in the supply chain. Innovation and continuous improvement is not just a process. If innovation and continuous improvement are managed only as a process, then innovation will die!

7. Perfect supply chain risk control process

In the operation of the supply chain, there are numerous risks and various uncertainties. If an enterprise is not careful, it will fall into a deep pit and never be saved. For example, tianjin Port explosion, a large number of cars were destroyed in an instant; Another example is the trade war between China and the United States. The list goes on and on!

In the process of enterprise development, it is necessary to build a firewall to guard against risks. To deal with risks, companies need to first understand where they are coming from. Some of them come from inside, which is called endogenous risk, such as information distortion and moral risk. Some are external, such as political risk, exchange rate risk, legal risk and so on. On this basis, the enterprise should establish the relevant risk control process around each risk type, and control the risk at the lowest level through the pre-event, in-event and post-event control.

3 CONCLUSION

The traditional supply-demand matching mode, traditional purchasing and selling mode, forecasting model and planning process advocated by the traditional supply chain are more and more difficult to keep pace in the era of fragmented, real-time and diversified demand. Nowadays, the supply chain system of the whole society is undergoing great and rapid changes. For example, driven by the new retail, the perception of demand has been extended from stores to communities, the user portrait has been extended from offline to online, the logistics network has been extended from the central city to the countryside, and the planning model has been extended from a single enterprise to the network. Only by quickly adapting to the changes, constructing the resultant model of supply and demand balance, and establishing a complete and efficient supply chain system, can we finally realize the lean supply chain with "high revenue, high turnover and high return"!
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